
Introducing the Access Supra Linea
Platform lift, designed to transport a
wheelchair user or a person seated on a
fold-down seat on the platform, for use
on a straight staircase. 

The straight stairs have to be one set of
steps, so for stairs with an intermediate
landing and then another flight, please
look at the Supra curved model. 

The Access Supra Linea is designed to
effortlessly travel on your straight
staircase either outdoors with steps
leading up to a domestic property or
indoors and outdoors for public buildings. 

The Access Supra Linea inclined platform
lift makes accessing floors easily with a
user-friendly design and customised
features that make it a comfortable and
quality solution. 

Brief Summary:

A great accessibility solution for
straight stairs fitting on outdoor stairs
in both private homes and
commercial properties. 

Can also be used indoors on wide
stairs in commercial properties. 
 
Easy to use roll-on roll-off platform for
wheelchair users or optional fold-
down seat for ambulant users

Custom-made to order in around 4-5
weeks

Comprehensive 1-year warranty 

24/7, 365 days a year emergency on-
call cover included in your warranty

Simply fits to load-bearing wall or
stanchion support posts and is
installed in a day by our
manufacturer-trained engineers

Supra Linea
Wheelchair Lift

Call for a free quote: 0800 019 22 10
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Wall mounted or stanchion mounted
where there is no load bearing wall

Slimline and space saving design
takes up little space on the staircase
when not in use effortlessly folding up
with barrier arms folding into the
platform

Pressure-sensitive safety edges
around the platform that will stop the
lift should it meet with an obstruction
on the stairs

Automatic access ramp which opens
when the lift arrives at the top or
bottom of the stairs, allowing the user
to mount or dismount with ease.
Ramps are folded up when in travel to
keep the user safe and their
wheelchair secured on the platform.

Automatic safety bars that surround
the user during travel to ensure
maximum ride safety and security

On-board controls provide a simple
and user-friendly way to operate the
lift

Ergonomic keys and buttons shaped
so that they can be operated with
minimal effort along with an
aesthetically pleasing design

Anti-slip platform safety floor covering
designed to be hardwearing and
durable

Call stations with joystick or button
control placed at either end of the
staircase for added safety and ease

Range of platform sizes to
accommodate users' needs and
wheelchair/scooter sizes

Supra Linea
Standard Features
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Outdoor model is made from rust-free
anodised aluminium and has
additional IP55 water protection
package to provide a durable, weather
resistant lift ideal for any outdoor
installations

Outdoor showerproof protective cover
for when the lift is not in use

90° Side access ramp that enables
mounting/dismounting the platform
when there is reduced space at the
bottom landing

Supra Linea
Optional Features

Increased speed (0.13m/s) version is
available for users' installations with a
long travel time

Manual fold-down seat for ambulant
users with automatic seatbelt
detection system ensuring the seatbelt
is fastened before travel. 

Radio remote control that can be
operated by the user during travel or
as an attendant control

Special custom size platforms
available

Battery backup enables the lift to fully
function in the event of a power cut

Emergency call device for two-way
voice communication in the event of
an emergency.
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As well as the Access Supra Linea, we also
offer a comprehensive range of indoor &
outdoor wheelchair lifts. 

Due to the nature of these products, we only
offer these models as new and no
reconditioned or rental models are
available.

Is the Supra Linea suitable for me?

To see if the Supra Linea is the best
solution for your needs call us on 01249
814528 for a friendly chat or to arrange
a no-obligation free home survey for a
quotation. We’ll measure your stairs and
advise on which model will suit you
best.

Contact us for a free quote

If you would like to try our range of
curved, straight, and vertical Homelifts
out for yourself, then please make an
appointment for our showroom where
we will be able to demonstrate all the
features. You can even take one for a
test drive yourself!



Weight Limit – 300kg/47stone
(up to 30°), 250kg/39stone (31°
to 35°), 190kg/29stone (36° to
45°)

Standard Platforms mm (length x
width) – (850 x 500, 850 x 550,
850 x 600, 850 x 650, 850 x 710,
1050 x 710, 1050 x 850, 1250 x
850) or optional custom size
platform.

Rail – Twin aluminium rail, RAL
painted (9006). Maximum length
40m

Certification – 2006/42/EC. EN
81-40

Technical Specifications

25 Harris Road
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate
Calne, Wiltshire, SN11 9PT

Call: 01249 814528/0800 019 22 10
www.1stchoicestairlifts.com
www.1stchoicehomelifts.com

1st Choice Stairlifts are an authorised dealer for the Access product range with qualified
manufacturer trained engineers on the installation and maintenance of their wheelchair lifts


